Interstory drift (ID) is a key response parameter for buildings subjected to lateral loads and is used to define performance-based limit states, allowable deformations and damage states in a number of seismic design codes and standards. An ability to rapidly and accurately measure both transient and residual ID during an earthquake would provide important observables for understanding the seismic demands and post-earthquake condition of a building. Accurate retrieval of ID from accelerometer-based instrumentation systems can be very challenging, if not impossible, as a result of instrumentation limitations and the post-processing associated with strong motion accelerometer data. This is particularly true for the case in which residual drifts occur during inelastic building response. In the study presented herein, a newly developed optical sensor system, designed specifically for directly measuring both transient and residual ID, was experimentally evaluated through shake table testing and computational simulations. The ability of the sensor to accurately measure ID is demonstrated and key operational considerations for sensor system deployment are examined through a model-based investigation.
Introduction
Current building seismic design continues to trend towards performance-based approaches which allow building owners to rationally select desired performance goals on a risk-informed basis. A number of modern earthquake design codes and standards for buildings and industrial facilities now define performance limit states [1] or deformation limits [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] in terms of ID, as summarized in Table 1 . In addition, specifications for post-earthquake building condition assessments utilize residual drift as a measure of building damage states [7] .
In the event of a major earthquake, having rapid post-earthquake knowledge of building drifts to evaluate exceedance of selected limit states and the corresponding potential for building damage would be particularly useful for informing post-earthquake assessments, and for making timely decisions on continuity of operations for critical facilities.
While effective at measuring band-limited accelerations, the determination of broad-band displacement measurements can be very challenging with traditional strong motion accelerometers. Trifunac et al. and Trifunac and Todorovska [8, 9] have discussed the challenges in determining ground displacement during an earthquake as well as the related problem of measuring structural displacement. The processing of strong motion acceleration data through some form of highpass filtering schema is often conflicted by the need to apply corrections that remove instrument drift and system noise, which simultaneously removes low frequency response data and permanent displacements that might have occurred in the building system. Other mechanical means of measuring drift such as string potentiometers, have also proven to be problematic as the mechanical changes associated with sag and creep of wire systems evolves over time. Skolnik and Wallace [10] provide a summary of the current and potential future methodologies for measuring ID, along with a review of advantages and disadvantages of each technique, by which it is noted that accurate and reliable measurement of transient ID remains a significant technical challenge.
Optical techniques have been investigated by a number of researchers [11] [12] [13] [14] , but as yet without the system level development necessary to enable broad transition into practice. For example, Chen et al. [13] proposed a technique that relies on a laser beam projected from ceiling to floor onto an arrangement of four position sensitive detectors, which yield a measure of ID in three directions. However, no experimental evidence of the system performance under dynamic loading and on realistic structures experiencing earthquake-induced displacements is provided. More recently, Islam et al. [14] have explored a laser-based technique to measure ID. It consists of a laser pointing at an inclined reflecting surface, in which the change of distance between the vertical laser source and the reflecting surface caused by the horizontal displacement of the floor is geometrically translated into ID. However, no solution to correcting for the effect of the rotation at the laser location is provided, which is recognized as a key issue in the photoelectric technologies proposed so far to measure ID [10] .
One optical concept for drift measurement relies on propagating laser light impinging on a Position Sensitive Detector (PSD) that can accurately measure the time-dependent point of incidence of the laser beam as indicated in Fig. 1 . As story drift occurs, the laser translates on the PSD providing a direct measure of ID.
Recently, a new optical sensor concept for measuring ID, referred to as a Discrete Diode Position Sensor (DDPS), has been developed by McCallen et al. [15] . In static drift tests and small-scale laboratory dynamic tests, the DDPS has been demonstrated to be capable of accurately measuring both transient and residual ID [15] . In the study described herein, the design of the DDPS was advanced to a secondgeneration prototype that brings the system technology closer to being application-ready. The DDPS performance was tested under largerscale, realistic earthquake test conditions and simulations of sensor system performance were performed to explore practical sensor mounting options for system optimization.
Advancement of the DDPS system
The underlying concept of the DDPS optical sensor is shown in By identifying which diodes in the array are actively being contacted by the incident light at any instant of time, the location of the laser line source is precisely determined as it moves across the sensor face during story drift. The first-generation DDPS sensor, as described and employed in [15] , consisted of a set of inter-connected discrete hardware components, as shown in Fig. 3 . The DDPS was demonstrated capable of measuring the full dynamic waveforms of transient and residual drift, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . While current standards specify requirements related to peak and residual drift ratio, consideration of full drift waveforms and the number of cycles at a given drift amplitude would provide a more rigorous definition of structural demands [16, 17] , especially for the evaluation of damage in structural and non-structural components. The ability to directly measure drift waveforms -transient interstory drift TID(t) -would enable such a demand measure.
In the current study, the sensor design has been advanced to a second-generation configuration where all components are mounted on a single custom circuit board as shown in Fig. 5 . The DDPS is used to measure drift in the plane of a structural frame, and the diffracted beam line source is created with sufficient width to ensure it does not move off-sensor when out of plane displacements occur. The entire array of 92 diodes is sampled 384 times per second by a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) that latches the output from a bank of comparators sampling the voltage generated by each diode to identify the instantaneous laser location. The output of the DDPS is a direct measure of interstory drift, which is stored in a microprocessor memory for local display or exfiltration to a centralized data acquisition system. The developed sensor technology could also be incorporated into advanced building monitoring frameworks such as described in Celebi et al. [18, 19] .
DDPS for building interstory drift measurements
The application of the DDPS technology for direct measurement of [14] .
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building interstory drift must consider the local deformations of the structural members to which the sensor system components are mounted. As shown in Fig. 6 , under lateral deformation the local rotation of the structural members at the point where the laser is mounted, t ( )
Laser
, can affect the location at which the laser beam impacts the DDPS. Previous studies have noted this issue [10, 11, 20, 21] and a solution to address it has been proposed by McCallen et al. [15] through the combined use of a horizontally propagating laser beam and a vertical DDPS that together provide a measure of the local rotation,
From geometric considerations of the building frame deformed shape, the actual drift at each time step t ( ) Drift is computed as:
where t ( ) Observed is the drift measured directly by the horizontal DDPS and t ( ) Rotation is the laser trace translation due to the local rotation at the laser mounting point, which in turn can be calculated as:
with t ( ) Laser representing the local rotation at the laser mount location and H the distance between the laser and the horizontal DDPS.
The unknown term of Eq. (2),
, is derived based on the measurements provided by a laser beam propagating onto the vertically mounted DDPS, as follows:
where
is the vertical translation of the horizontally propagating laser beam measured on the vertical DDPS and W is the distance between the location of the vertically propagating laser and the vertical DDPS.
This methodology, consisting of utilizing a vertical laser beam impinging on a horizontal DDPS and a horizontal laser beam impinging on a vertical DDPS, provides a real-time measure of the actual interstory drift in a structure subjected to earthquake excitation. In practice, a simple optical splitter is used to divide a single laser beam into the vertical and horizontal line source beams necessary to trace the position on both the horizontal and vertical DDPS sensors as shown in Fig. 6 . 
Shake table experiments of sensor performance
The one-by-one bay, 1/3 scale, three-story steel frame shown in Fig. 7 was utilized for the experimental program. All beams in the EW direction and the third floor beams in the NS direction had rigid moment connections. Beams at the first and second floors in the NS direction had pinned connections. Intermediate, pinned connected struts located at each floor level in the EW direction provided support for floor mounted steel boxes where additional mass was placed to satisfy similitude requirements for inertial loads. This mass is summarized in Table 2 , and details of the frame sections are given in Table 3 .
The frame was mounted on a 50-ton, servo-hydraulic shake table in the Earthquake Engineering Laboratory of the University of Nevada, Reno (see Fig. 7 ), and a suite of diagnostics were installed to monitor displacements and accelerations in both horizontal directions. Ground truth measurements of the frame drift were obtained from 24 tensioned wires connected to string potentiometers to precisely track the change in distance between the two ends of the transducer, as illustrated in Fig. 8 . Two sets of six wires were extended horizontally from the two diagnostic towers to the frame in the two horizontal directions, and an additional two sets of six wires were placed diagonally across each frame bay in the two directions. This arrangement provided two independent measurements of ID. The horizontal wires measured the absolute horizontal displacement at each floor level, which were differenced to obtain drift at each floor. The diagonal wires were used to measure the extension or contraction of the diagonal dimension of each frame bay, which was geometrically translated into interstory drift. The drift measurements recorded by both techniques were in good agreement, providing confidence in the ground truth floor drift measurements adopted as the benchmark for evaluation of the DDPS accuracy. A total of six lasers and diffraction optics that split and diffract a single beam source into both vertical and horizontal directions, and twelve DDPSs were deployed on the frame to measure lateral displacements and the rotation at the mounting point of the lasers in both frame directions. The horizontal DDPS measures the bay horizontal translation relative to the floor below and the vertical DDPS provides laser rotation measurement. In addition, eight MEM326 accelerometers with a sampling frequency of 512 Hz were placed at the mid-span of all beams to measure the accelerations at each floor in both horizontal directions. Details of DDPSs and accelerometers deployment can be found in Fig. 8 .
The experimental program consisted of a sequence of shake table tests. The testing approach began with scaled-down, low amplitude earthquake motions and was incrementally increased until full actual earthquake records, as well as some scaled-up motions, were achieved. Overall 30 earthquake tests were executed in succession at varying amplitudes for both uniaxial and biaxial motions. Two measured earthquake ground motion accelerations from two representative earthquakes were used: the 1940 El Centro California earthquake (El Centro station motion) and the 1994 Northridge California earthquake (Rinaldi station motion) [22] . The first record is representative of a ground motion in the far-field, while the latter of a ground motion in the near-field of the causative fault where low-frequency, near-fault waveforms are significant. The two measured horizontal components of motion for these earthquakes were applied biaxially in orthogonal directions to the test frame.
The fundamental objective was to assess the performance of the second generation DDPS at a more realistic scale associated with the 1/ 3 scale steel frame. Additionally, practical considerations of sensor performance under strong shaking and sensor mounting integrity were explored to ensure there was no unanticipated detrimental impact of strong shaking on sensor reliability or accuracy. Three representative datasets are shown in Fig. 9 , comparing the total corrected drift obtained from the DDPS, see Eq. (1), with the ground truth drift measured by the string potentiometers.
For all three earthquake ground motions, the DDPS measurements corrected for laser rotation exhibited excellent agreement with the string potentiometer measurements. As indicated in Fig. 10 , the maximum difference in measured drift was on the order of 2 mm, and both the amplitude and frequency content of the ID waveforms was well represented by the DDPS system. This was the same order of measurement error observed in previous DDPS testing (Fig. 4) , which demonstrates that the error is independent of drift amplitude. Additional comments about theoretical sensor position measurement errors can be found in [15] .
Although the principal function of the DDPS is to provide direct measurements of interstory drift, an additional application of the DDPS system could allow estimating in-structure absolute accelerations. By deploying a DDPS at each floor, the displacement at each floor relative to the base of the building can be computed by a summation over all lower floors, that is * Pinned connection.
Fig. 8.
Sensor system layout and diagnostic suite on the test frame. known (for example through the deployment of a free field strong motion accelerometer), to calculate the absolute story acceleration. As discussed in [15] , the quantized (piecewise step function) nature of the DDPS measurement from the laser transitioning incrementally across diodes can result in fictitious high frequency content when the drift response histories are differentiated. To mitigate fictitious high frequency, the drift waveform must be processed to remove the effects of the small displacement step-functions. In the current study, the ability of the DDPS system to provide a reliable estimate of the in-structure absolute accelerations was evaluated by comparison with the accelerations recorded by the accelerometers mounted on the test frame. Utilizing Eq. (4), the absolute displacement history at each floor was calculated by adding the known shake table displacement to the relative displacement history measured by the DDPS at each floor level. The quantized floor absolute displacement histories were then lowpassed with a Butterworth filter using a cutoff frequency of 10 Hz and double-differentiated to obtain absolute floor accelerations. A comparison between the in-structure absolute accelerations directly measured by the accelerometers and those derived from DDPS data, expressed in terms of in-structure acceleration spectra at all three floors, is shown in Fig. 11 .
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The good agreement of the spectral accelerations around the fundamental frequency of the structure (∼0.77 s) demonstrates the potential of the DDPS to be used to derive in-structure accelerations that are useful for the interpretation of inertial loads and equipment loads. Spectral frequency content is matched at lower frequencies, but at higher frequencies amplitude differences are observed (i.e. ∼10 Hz), where the DDPS results for this very stiff test structure are sensitive to the signal processing employed in smoothing the quantized displacement histories recorded by the DDPS.
Model-based simulation of sensor system performance
To further assess the sensor system performance and examine the potential of a numerical model to serve as a predictive tool to guide DDPS system design, a detailed three-dimensional finite element model (FEM) of the frame was developed in the OpenSees environment [23] . Displacement-based beam elements with fiber cross sections including multiple integration points were employed to model primary beams and columns, whereas truss-elements were adopted for the intermediate struts supporting the floor masses. Pinned-connections of the beams at the first and second floor in the weak direction, see Fig. 7 , were modeled with multi-point constraints between nodes. The discretization at both the element and cross-section level was determined based upon a sensitivity analysis, whereby each element was subdivided into 4 beamelements along the length and each cross-section was discretized into 40 fibers. Each fiber was assigned a uniaxial bilinear steel material object (Steel01), with Young's modulus equal to 200,000 MPa and yield strength equal to 344.74 MPa. A consistent mass matrix was generated for the bare frame through the definition of geometry and material mass density, whereas the additional mass placed at each floor was represented by lumped masses at model nodes.
In the course of the modeling effort it was discovered that the model predictions for the test frame with pinned connected joints were very sensitive to specific model parameters, such as frame damping and frame mass. To achieve the greatest accuracy possible with the frame model, two approaches were examined for calibrating the model with as-built structural parameters.
First, to evaluate the frame dynamics under small amplitude vibrations, a snap test, consisting of a sudden, short-duration displacement of the shake table was employed. The snap test provides an impulse type excitation to the structure and the ring-down observed during free vibration was used to identify both the fundamental natural frequency of the frame as well as the frame's inherent damping. Displacements at the third floor were recorded with the string potentiometers and the logarithmic decrement was used to compute the corresponding damping (assuming the frame was viscously damped) [24] . The effective damping was calculated as the average of the first five and second five peaks of the ring-down, yielding a damping ratio of 2.5%.
Secondly, to account for potential changes in the frame dynamics under strong motion records and to obtain a confirmation of the total active mass in the system, which was hand calculated for the baseline FEM, the frame model employing the initial damping of 2.5% was evaluated in the UQFEM environment [25] . This evaluation utilized the frame response to the Rinaldi strong motions. The UQFEM structural identification routine adopts a nonlinear interior point full-Newton optimizer from the OPT++ library [26, 27] , and provided optimized values for the frame damping ratio and the mass, which resulted in a decrease of the damping ratio to 1.5% and an increase of the total mass by 1.8% for obtaining best-fit to the Rinaldi motion data. It was clear from the analyses of a number of earthquake motions and from finite element simulations that the frame damping actually decreased under higher amplitude excitations. It is speculated that the pinned connections in the frame dissipated less energy at higher amplitudes of vibration. For the final model, Rayleigh damping was adopted with a 1.5% damping ratio anchored to the first and second modes of the frame in the weak direction.
The FEM was statically initialized under gravity loads and then subjected to the same sequence of earthquake ground motions followed Fig. 11 . In-structure response spectra at all three floors: accelerometer direct measurements vs double-differentiated and low-pass filtered DDPS data.
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Engineering Structures 176 (2018) [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] [126] in the experimental program. The approach was to perform a response simulation and employ the model predicted displacements and rotations at the laser and sensor mount locations to compute the expected measurements of the sensor system. The objective was twofold: first, to evaluate the ability of the model to capture the response of the as-built tested frame and second, to demonstrate the potential to develop a simulation-based predictive tool to analyze and design a DDPS system. The responses under the 1940 El Centro California bidirectional motion and the 1994 Northridge California earthquake Rinaldi bidirectional motion, the latter scaled by a factor of 0.20, are shown in Fig. 12 . The comparison between the DDPS measurements and the simulated sensor performance is expressed in terms of interstory drift histories at all floors.
The computational model yielded accurate predictions of the interstory drift waveforms measured by the DDPSs. The observed agreement provides validation of the numerical model against experimental data, and demonstrates the ability of the displacements and rotations obtained from a simulation model to accurately estimate the DDPS performance.
Computational investigation of DDPS system mounting options
The experimental work performed has illustrated the potential sensitivity of the DDPS system performance to the specific manner in which the system components are mounted to the structure being monitored. For practical application, it will be essential to both understand and optimize the DDPS sensor system mounting approach, and provide clear guidance for sensor system deployment. For many structures, the requirement for including a horizontal line of sight to measure laser rotation would add operational complexity and cost to a DDPS system deployment. System simulations were developed to investigate alternative deployment and mounting configurations, with an objective of evaluating the potential for eliminating the need for laser rotation measurements and significantly reducing the number of lasers and sensors required at each floor. The numerical investigation on alternative DDPS system mounting solutions was conducted on a substructure extracted from the experimental 1/3 scale steel frame, idealized as a pure planar moment frame with moment connections.
The first portion of the simulations explored the implications of mounting the vertical laser at different locations along the span of a horizontal beam. The approach was to simulate the horizontal DDPS measurements without rotation correction and compare the interstory drift obtained from the simulation-based DDPS readings with the interstory drift calculated based on the FEM transient response.
Three alternative cases were analyzed, in which the DDPS system, consisting only of a vertical laser and horizontal sensor, was placed at the beam-column joint (ALT 1), at ¼ of the beam span (ALT 2) and at the beam mid-span (ALT 3) at each floor, as illustrated in Fig. 13 . The planar frame model was subjected to the uniaxial 1940 El Centro input motion and Fig. 14 shows the simulation-based DDPS interstory drift measurements for all three mounting configurations compared with the numerically computed interstory drift history at all three floors. By geometrically interpreting the effect of rotation for each mounting location from an exaggerated graphic of the frame FEM output, see Fig. 13 , it is observed that the DDPS sensor measurement for ALT1 (i.e. the sensor measurement uncorrected for laser rotation) should tend to under-predict the actual drift. For ALT2, the laser should translate through vertical motion with no local rotation, meaning that the direct, uncorrected, sensor measurement yields a good representation of drift. Finally, for ALT3 the geometric deformation indicates that the direct, uncorrected sensor measurement should tend to overestimate the actual drift.
The FEM results for the sensor performance for ALT1-ALT3 without rotation correction are shown in Fig. 14 . The trends in the simulated sensor error are in direct correlation with the geometric interpretations of Fig. 13 .
From these observations of the beam kinematics and simulations, a mounting option such as ALT 2 could provide a solution that minimizes the number of sensors to deploy at each floor. In practice, the ALT 2 mounting location will have some initial finite, small rotation due to structural dead loads, but the laser will typically be mounted to the deformed shape to be vertically aligned after gravity deformations occur. The benefits of such a mounting could be substantial and the practicality of realized sensor performance should be explored in future experimental tests.
A second type of laser mounting option which could have significant practical deployment benefits was numerically explored. This option consisted of mounting the laser to a pinned-pinned strut that would serve to isolate the laser from local rotations of the main structure, as shown in Fig. 15 . The planar frame FEM was augmented with a pinconnected strut at each floor to evaluate this mounting option. Under this arrangement the laser rotation is only associated with the rigidbody strut rotation resulting from column lengthening and shortening under lateral frame displacement.
Following the same approach adopted for the previous mounting system evaluation, the structure was initialized under gravity loads and then subjected to uniaxial 1940 El Centro input motion. The DDPS response without rotation correction was simulated under the hypothesis that the vertical lasers were mounted at mid-span of the pinned struts and included the small rigid body rotations that occur in the struts when the structure displaces laterally. Fig. 15 shows the comparison between the simulated DDPS interstory drift measurements from FEM and the FEM computed interstory drift at all three floors. The excellent agreement of the drift response history demonstrates the potential for developing a DDPS system that adopts just one vertical laser and one horizontal sensor at each floor. This approach could facilitate the DDPS system mounting on existing structures and would be applicable across multiple structure types (i.e. moment frames, braced frames, shear wall structures). 
Discussion
In this study, the design of the DDPS system successfully progressed towards a single board prototype configuration that brings the technology closer to an application-ready status. The performance of the second-generation sensors was verified by comparison with experimental data under more realistic test conditions (e.g. a larger structure, stronger motions) and important practical considerations for sensor system mounting and deployment were explored. By carefully selecting the position of the laser mounting location, or through the deployment of a mounting strut that isolates the laser from local member rotations, it appears from numerical simulations that the need to measure and correct for local rotations can be eliminated. This has important implications for both the practicality and cost of sensor deployments on actual buildings and should be rigorously verified in future system experimental testing.
In the testing campaign that was conducted, the shake table tests were run sequentially. This is much like what might occur in an actual strong earthquake with a sequence of multiple aftershocks, and there was no indication of any damage or adverse impact on the performance of the DDPS. The response of the scaled frame to 250% of El Centro motions was extreme and all sensors performed without fault or degradation.
Moving forward, additional value engineering should occur to optimize the single-board sensor design. The footprint of the sensor package can be further reduced through vertical stacking and implementation of new hardware technology can move towards an optimal cost function (e.g. replacement of the current comparator bank with a single multiple-channel comparator chip). Additional developments are under consideration, such as the augmentation of the current wire-connected power source with a battery back-up that would keep the monitoring system operative in the event of a power outage after a major earthquake event. A wireless communication capability for data exfiltration would also be an important feature for enabling sensor system deployment. In addition, an experimental test that includes significant inelastic, permanent drifts in the test structure should be used to further verify the ability to measure RID in a representative test structure.
The optical sensor system offers the potential of uniquely measuring, in real time, transient interstory drift waveforms, peak interstory drift at any point in the earthquake response, and residual drift due to inelastic structural deformation. This can provide engineers and facility owners with a powerful new tool for measuring building response and rapidly informing post-earthquake decisions and actions. 
